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Edification: “Here come de judge, here come de judge; order in the court ‘cuz here come de
judge!” That’s a blast from the past for those old enough to remember the show “Laugh In”,
and specifically Flip Wilson’s character. Wilson’s character and the show were comedic.
Unfortunately for us this same refrain represents anything but a laughing matter in our day.
Elena Kagan’s nomination to the U.S. Supreme Court is comedy only in the sense that
Dante’s Inferno is “comedy” – in that it’s actually tragedy. What exactly qualifies this leftist
activist law professor for the highest court in the Republic? For that matter what qualifies
anyone for a lifetime appointment to the court? One official statement asserts; “The
Constitution of the United States establishes no requirements to be appointed a Justice on
the Supreme Court.” Well she certainly fits that description! She’s never been a judge at any
level. She has limited courtroom experience and she’s written very few scholarly papers, and
no related books. What then qualifies this woman for even being nominated to the Supreme
Court? We do know she’s a pro-choice activist. In fact it was her strong-arm tactics that
prolonged the then lawful practice of partial birth abortion for 10 additional years before it
was finally banned. One article at the time reported; “Kagan manipulated the findings of the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) to get a partial-birth abortion
ban overturned”. Basically ACOG determined that it is never necessary for a woman to have
a partial birth abortion. Yet after Kagan “consulted” with ACOG they changed their initial
findings and stated; “partial-birth abortion may be the best or most appropriate procedure in
a particular circumstance to save the life or preserve the health of a woman.” This is the
exact opposite of their initial position. Why then nominate this radical activist?
Events/Information: Our Sunday service is now held at the church building at the corner of
RT.18 & RT.301. The meeting time remains the same (10:00a.m.). We’re meeting at the
building on most Wednesday evenings for painting/cleaning/general sprucing-up. Dates are
typically announced at the preceding Sunday service.
“If you have a library and a garden you have all you’ll ever need.” – Cicero (Roman statesman)
Encourage: In 1Jn.3:15 it says “no murderer has eternal life abiding in him (her)”. To not
have eternal life in you is to be unregenerate. To be unregenerate is to remain in darkness.
Elena Kagan is an unregenerate murderer. She is in darkness. And now she will undoubtedly
sit on the highest appellate court in this nation. She will judge by the evil darkness of her
murdering heart. She will not appeal to the sole repository of infallible objective divine
wisdom. No. She will appeal to societal consensus, international precedent, fairness, blah,
blah, blah. She will prove to be a corrupt and a corrupting judge. Why then nominate her?
For one simple reason; she is a political activist leftist who will prove to be a rubber stamp for
Barak Hussein Obama’s anti-American, anti-Christian, pro-death, pro-Islam policies. And
what can we say to this? When God places women (Kagan et. all) and children (Obama et. all)
over a people to rule them it is judgment. If, as Peter said in his day “it’s time for judgment to
begin at the house of God” what can we say in our day; “O Lord deliver us from this hour”? It
is for this very hour that we’re here. The Church must confess and repent of her known sins.
The Church must speak with the prophetic voice of the Word of God in opposition to the sins
around her. Are we prepared to do this with unrelenting determination and perseverance?
Dante’s epic poem is called “The Divine Comedy”. What we’re witnessing is Divine Judgment.
And it’s no laughing matter.

